Postinspiratory neuronal activities during behavioral control, sleep, and wakefulness.
Cells that discharge in early expiration and inhibit other respiratory cells purportedly cause a separate phase of the respiratory cycle that has been named "postinspiration." Our objective was to study these postinspiratory cells in the intact unanesthetized cat during sleep, wakefulness, and behavioral inhibition of inspiration, but we were unable to find cells with strong and consistent activity confined to early expiration. Instead, we found that various cell types were active in early expiration. They included inspiratory-expiratory phase-spanning cells, retrofacial augmenting expiratory cells with bursts in early expiration, retrofacial decrementing expiratory cells, tonic expiratory cells, and cells with variable activity in the early part of expiration. Just as the cell types active during early expiration were heterogeneous so too were their activities during behavioral inhibition of inspiration and during sleep. These results suggest that the state of early expiration is determined by many different cell types rather than a single class of postinspiratory cells.